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THE IMPRESSION 
THAT I GET: 
REFERENCE & INSTRUCTION 

















WHAT IS THE 
ORBIS CASCADE ALLIANCE?
▸ 38 Member Consortia
▹ Private & Public Colleges, 
Universities, Community Colleges
▹ 3 States: Oregon, Washington, and 
Idaho
“The Orbis Cascade Alliance enables member 
libraries to advance institutional missions 








Discovery & User 
Experience Team
Resource Sharing & 
Fulfillment Team
Shared Content & 
Tech Services Team Systems Team
Unique & Local 
Content Team
Standing Groups Project Groups
Finance Team
WHY WE LOOKED AT 
REFERENCE & INSTRUCTION 
PRIMO USE
▸ Reference & Instruction Staff are the gateway to 
our users
▸ We wanted to answer a few key questions:
▹ Are there knowledge gaps?
▹ What training is needed?
▹ What are the perceptions of the system?









USING A SURVEY 
▸ 44 Questions; Half Reference, Half Instruction
▸ Background Questions: who, where, what they do?
▸ Primo Questions: Do they use it, Strengths, 
Challenges, Wish List?
▸ Closing Questions: Anything we didn’t cover, How 




HOW TO HANDLE THE DATA 
▸ 74 Individual Responses 
▸ 32 Institutions Represented
▸ Reviewed via spreadsheet initially
▸ We decided to focus on the Challenges and 
Strengths questions in particular
▸ Coding Scheme to organize data in chunks
















WHAT WE LEARNED --
PRIMO FOR INSTRUCTION
▸ 55 participants indicated they use Primo for 
instruction [often or sometimes]
▸ 14 participants indicated they did not use Primo for 
instruction [rarely or never]
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OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS:







▸ Advanced Search 
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OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS:
WHAT WE LEARNED --
PRIMO CHALLENGES
▸ Number of clicks to request items
▸ General slowness/Unreliability 
▸ Book reviews and other reviews appearing before 
intended item / issues with known item searches
▸ Linking issues
▸ Inability to share lists and searches with patrons
▸ Printing from Search screen
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OVERVIEW OF FINDINGS:
WHAT WE LEARNED --
PRIMO WISH LIST
▸ Standardize Primo’s appearance across 
browsers/devices
▸ Widget to get PDF from brief result
▸ Show new items bought by the library
▸ Ability to control boosting for specific resource 




WHAT WE LEARNED --
CONSORTIAL SUPPORT
▸ Need for Improved Communication








WHAT IS NEXT 
▸ Reviewing the wish list for future 
enhancements/idea exchange items
▸ Establishing a new consortial standing group 
dedicated to discovery workshops 
▸ Improving communication
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THANKS!
Any questions?
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